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Abstract 
Representations for complete and incomplete Sonine-Gegenbauer-type integrals are given in terms of generalized 
hypergeometric functions in two and three variables and in terms of Neumann-type series. Certain interesting reductions 
of these integrals are also given. In addition, an application to a problem in diffraction theory is provided. 
Keywords: Integrals of Bessel functions; Sonine-Gegenbauer-type integrals; Hypergeometric functions; Multiple hyper- 
geometric series; Neumann-type series; Diffraction from a wedge 
1. Introduction 
In this work we shall consider Sonine-Gegenbauer-type integrals of the form 
s z c,w Dv &/ml tP & 0 (p-2)” ’ 
where C,(z), D,(z) are Bessel functions and the parameters in the above expression are generally 
complex when z is finite. When z = co, we shall tacitly assume a and a are positive numbers. In 
either case we shall set, without loss of generality, a = 1. When z is finite we say the integral is 
incomplete; otherwise it is complete. Integrals of the type considered in this paper are important in 
physical problems. In Section 8 we shall give an example from the theory of diffraction of 
electromagnetic waves. 
We define, for example, 
(1.1) 
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where Re II > 0. When z = co, we shall simply write Jp,v(a, /?, A) for this integral. Sonine and 
Gegenbauer studied the discontinuous integral J,, ,(a, /3, A) in the 1880s and since then it has been 
considered by a number of authors (see, for example, [S, p. 3271, [17, p. 4151) who also give 
representations for it in terms of Bessel functions for certain special cases of the parameters p, v, L. 
These results and many other complete discontinuous Sonine-Gegenbauer-type integrals have 
already been collected in tables of integrals [7, p. 1041. More recently, Agrest et al. [l, p. 1601 have 
shown that in certain cases JM, v(c(, p, A) may be given in terms of an incomplete Bessel function. They 
also deduce other results for J,, ,(a, /I, il) in terms of Bessel functions. 
In the present paper we shall develop representations for J&ct,fi, A), J&cc, P,l;z) and other 
Sonine-Gegenbauer-type and related integrals in terms of Kampe de Feriet, other generalized 
hypergeometric functions and Neumann-type series. To this end we recall the definition of 
Pochhammer’s symbol (A),, or the shifted factorial function 
(A), = r(J. + n)/r(n) 
and the following hypergeometric functions: 
F’3’[x,y,z] = Fc3) 
[ 
(a): : (b); (b’); (b”): (c); (c’); (c”); 





Eq. (1.2) defines the so-called Kampe de Feriet functions; the function & given in Eq. (1.3) was 
first defined by P. Humbert in 1920 [14, p. 581 and is just a special case of a Kampe de Feriet 
function: 
and the function Fc3’[x,y,z] defined by Eq. (1.4) is due to H.M. Srivastava who introduced it in 
1967 [14, p. 691. Regions of convergence for these functions may be obtained by using Horn’s 
theorems [13]. 
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In what follows we shall also need the well-known addition theorem for generalized hyper- 
geometric functions 
(1.6) 
which follows essentially from the binomial theorem; see [2, p. 241, [13, p. 28, Eq. (30)1, Cl% P. 821. 
2. Representations for J,, ,(a, p, A) 
Since 
JJz) = ez)” 
l-(1 + v) 
OF1 [--; 1 + v; - $z2] ) (2.1) 
we have from Eq. (l.l), 
J,,“(dLk4 = 
2-B-v@ 
r(1 + /L)r(l + v) 
X s =t”-‘OF, [--; 1 + PL; - ; a2t2] ,,Fi [--; 1 + v; - 4(/3” + t2)] dt . 0 
Now by applying Eq. (1.6) to the second oF1-function in the integrand and interchanging the 
resulting summation and integral we obtain 
J,,Y(coP,kZ) = 
2-@-v(.y f (4P2)” 
r(1 + /L)r(l + v) ,=o(l + v),m! 
s z X ty)F1[--; 1 + p; -da2t2] oF1 [--; 1 + v + m; - i t2] dt . (2.2) 0 
Next, we note that 
s cc t I-1 OF1 c-_; cl; --h1t2]oF1[--; c2; -h2t2]dt 0 
-A,2 W2)N4 Q, 1 - c2 + fn; hi = +hz 
r(c2 - in, 
2F1 
Cl ;G ’ 1 (2.3) 
where 
0 < hl < h2, 0 -c Re/l < Re(ci + c2). 
Eq. (2.3) is just the hypergeometric formulation of the discontinuous integral of Weber and 
Schafheitlin (cf. [17, p. 3981). It is given by Exton in [3, p. 229, Eq. (A&1.8)], but the latter 
referenced equation contains typographical errors. 
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tL-‘& [--; cr; -hIt2],,F1[--; c2; -h2t2]dt 
0 
= $hl-W w4ut4 
T(Cl -in) 2F1 
31, 1 - cl + $3L; h2 
- 
~2; h1  ' (2.4) 
where 
0 < h2 < hI, 0 -c Re3L -C Re(c, + c2). 
Further, by using either Eq. (2.3) or (2.4) and the well-known Gauss summation theorem for 2F1, 
we have when h, = h2 = h that 
s 00 tA-‘oF1[--; cl; -ht2]0F1[--; c2; -ht2]dt 0 
=* h-"/2 r(~4r(c,)r(c,)r(c, + c2 - 1 - 3L) 
T(Cl -@)Iyc, -Q)r(c1 + c2 - 1 -@)’ (2.5) 
where now 
h>O, O<ReL<Re(c,+c,-1). 
On setting z = co, we then obtain from Eqs. (2.2)-(2.4) for 0 < ReA < Re(2 + p + v), 
p-p-Y-la@ 
u34 
r(l + p) E 
(4/J2)" +&$A - v - m; 
T(l + v - f;l) ,=o(l + v -f&m! 2F1 1 +p; 





r(l + v) 
f (-$2)" 2F1 &I,@-p; 1 
r(l + p - 31) ,=o(l + v),m! [ 1 l+v+m;aZ’ a>l. 
And from Eqs. (2.2) and (2.5) we get when 0 < Rei < Re(1 + p + v), 
J,,,(l,/?,Iz) = 2A-p-y-i 
r(@)r(l + p + v - A) 
r(1 + p - +n)r(l + v - @)r(l + p + v - @) 
x2F1 
l+p+v-2 ; -P2 
1 +v-in, 1+/L++--_L;4 * 1 
(2.6b) 
(2.6~) 
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The sum in Eq. (2.6a) may be expressed as a Kampe de Feriet function by using Euler’s linear 
transformation (see, e.g., [12, p. 601) 
2F1[a,b;c;z] =(l -Z)C-a-b2F1[c-a,c-b;c;z], IZI < 1. 
Thus, we deduce after some computation the general results 
[ 
1 +/L+v-_tZ ; 1 +p -ill; _/I”(1 _ E2) 
, Lx2 
: 1 +v-t/2,1 +/L+v-_t;l; 1 +pu; 4 1 
O<a<l, (2.7a) 
(2.7b) 
where 0 < Re il < Re(2 + ,u + v). In Eq. (2.7b) we have used the F-symbol for the function Z2 (cf. 
Eq. (1.5)). 
By inspection we see that when /1 = 2,~ and 0 < Rep < Re(2 + v), the Kampe de Feriet function 
in Eq. (2.7b) reduces to 0F, [--; 1 + v; -$/I”] while the one in Eq. (2.7a) does not allow for 
a reduction. However, when A = 2~ + 2 and - 1 < Re ,U < Re v, the Kampe de Feriet function in 
Eq. (2.7a) reduces to 0F, [--; v - p; -$fi”(l - a’)] while the one in Eq. (2.7b) does not reduce to 
a hypergeometric function in one variable. 
We shall now outline an alternative derivation of Eqs. (2.7) that is based on an asymptotic 
representation for iF2[a; b, c; -+ z’] for IzI +co, IargzI < $7~: 
I F2 [a; b, c; - $z2] = r(b)rW 
T(b - a)r(c - a) 
a{l + @(z-2)} 
+ r($)r(a) z2 




r = j(b + c - a - j), 5(z) = z - 7cyl + O(zP). 
This result is a slightly modified form of a special case of a general asymptotic formula for the 
hypergeometric function P Fp + 1 [(a,); (b, + I); - ] z w ic h’ h is given in [6, p. 203, Eq. (4)] and is due to 
C.S. Meijer. 
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In Section 3 we show for Re ;1 > 0 that (cf. Eq. (3.3d) below) 
n WI 





$A+rn * --a2z2 2 
m! l+v+m; 4 IF2 1++1+m,l+p; 4 1 .
(2.9) 
Assuming the parameter a is fixed and greater than one we obtain from Eqs. (2.8) and (2.9) after 
some computation and simplification the following asymptotic formula for large z: 





{ 1 + O(z_2)) cos C(z) 
+22-p-v-l r(+A)cd-” Fy;;i; 
[ 
-----: $/I,@-p; --; 1 _p2 
- 
r(1 +v)T(l + p-41) ’ 2' 
(1 +0(zP2)}. 
1 +v: _. CI 
4 > 3 1 
For fixed fi when z is large, we may approximate J,(dw) by J,(z) which in turn we 
approximate by mz- . li2 Now letting S be the first term in the above equation, we have for 
large 2 an asymptotic approximation for S: 
s - 2 cr-3/2Zn-@-V-2{1 + O(zP)} cost(z). 
7r 
Since 0 < Re 2 < Re(2 + p + v) which guarantees of course convergence of J(cx, b, 1; z) to J(a, fi, A), 
letting z + co, we see that S vanishes and we are left with Eq. (2.7b). Once Eq. (2.7b) is established, 
letting p = 0 gives immediately for c( > 1, 0 < ReJ. < Re(2 + ,LL + v), 
s cc Jp(cxt)Jv(t)t~-“-Y-ldt = 2A-p-v-1 r(fA)cA +/i,qn-p; 1 0 r(1 +v)T(l +p -41) 2F1 1 +v; OI" 1 
which in turn yields for 0 < CI < 1, 0 -C ReA < Re(2 + p + v), 
s cc r(+n)cP +A,@-v; Jp(at)Jv(t)t’-“-Y-l dt = 21-p-v-1 a2 . 0 r(1 +p)r(l + v -4/2) 2F1 l+p; I 
These two results are, respectively, just other forms of Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4). We then obtain Eqs. (2.5), 
(2.6) and (2.7a) as before. This evidently completes the second derivation of Eqs. (2.7). 
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Next, we derive representations for J&a, p, 2 + 2v + 2N) where -(l + N) < Re v < 
Re(,u - 2N) for integers N >, - 1. Here A. = 2 + 2v + 2N and we have from Eq. (2.6a), 
J,,,(‘XJ,2 + 2v + 2N) = 2’+2N-p+vc? 
r(l + v + N) 
r(l + flu) 
x f (-bP2)m 2F1 
[ 
l+N-m,l+v+N; 
m=O r(m - N)m! 1 +P; a2 > 1 
where 0 < GI < 1. Since each term of the sum vanishes for m = 0, 1, . . . , N (except when N = - l), 
we have on adjusting the summation index: 
J/&,/3,2 + 2v + 2N) = 2”-“7 -jj’)“” cp r(l + v + jv) 
r(l + P)r(2 + N) 
cc (_*p”)m 
’ m?0(2 + N),m! 2F1 [ 
-m, l+v+N; 
a2 . l+p; 1 
Calling the sum in this equation S we have by series rearrangement: 
( -m)k(l + v + N)k (@2)k 
(1 + P)kk! 
cc m (_#2)“+k 
= ,n:,k?O t2 + N)m+k(l)m+k 
(--m - k),(l + V + N)k 
(1 + P)kk! 
(a2jk 
cc 02 ( -#2)m+k (1 + v + N)k ( -a2)k 
= ,,&k:,, (2 + N)m+k t1 + dkm! k! ’ 
where we have used the elementary identity ( -m - k)k = (- l)k(l + m)k. Thus, we arrive at, from 
the above and on substituting il = 2 + 2v + 2N into Eq. (2.7b), 
J,, vb, 822 + 2v + 2N) 
,,_,_,,,(-fl’)“” r(l +v +N)FO:l;O ~ : 1 +v +N; p; a2b2 -p2 
(N + l)! r(l +P) ‘:“O 
- - 
2 + N: l+y; --; 4 ’ 4 1 ’ 
O<cc<l, (2.10a) 
yp+1+2N aP-2v-2-2Nr(l +v+N)~~:~;~ 1 +v+N,l +v-p+N; --; 1 
r(l + v)ZQ - v - N) 1:0;0 ’ a> 1, (2.10b) 
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where -(l + N) < Rev < Re(p - 2N) for integers N 2 - 1. In addition, we have 
J,,“(l,P,2 + 2v + 2N) 
= 2Y-p+1+2N~u + v+ N)(-bP2)N+1 
w + r-l) ’ (2.1Oc) 
where -(l + N) -C Rev -C Re(p - 1 - 2N) for integers N > - 1. The latter is obtained from 
Eq. (2.6~) by using the easily shown result [14, p.326, Eq. (13)] for nonnegative integers N: 
We shall conclude this section by showing that 
(2.11) 
where M is a nonnegative integer such that M < Re(v + 1) and 6 = 1 if 0 < CC < 1 or 6 = 0 if tl > 1. 
When a > 1, then Eq. (2.11) follows directly from Eq. (2.6b) by setting ,U = M + 1, ;1 = 2M + 2 
and noting Eq. (2.1). Next, by using the identity for the Gaussian hypergeometric function [7, 
p. 481: 
2F1 [a, b; c; z] = 
T(c)T(c - a - b) 
T(c - a)T(c - b) 
XZ-a 2Fi a, -c+l;a+b-c+l;l-; 
[ 1 + r(c)r(u +b -c) ww(b) (1-Z)c-a-b 
XZa-c2F1 c u,l-a;c-u-b+l;l-  
i 1 z ’ 
where 1 arg z[ -C x, larg( 1 - z) 1 < n and c - a - b is not an integer, we obtain from Eq. (2.6a) 
2 1+p+v-l 
Jp,&., P, 4 = ( > q al-1(-2 r(n - y - v - 1) r(1 + v - $I)r($ - v) 
x ; [ -QF(l - a2)]” 
[ 
1 +,u--_/I,1 +I_; g-1 
,,o(2+p+v-4,m!2F1 2+p+v-A-tm; a2 1 
P-J. r(@>r(l + p + V - A) 
+ 2rF’+‘” r(1 + /f - +n)r(l + v - $A)r(l + p + v -@) 
X/f 
( -Q32)“(1 + /f + V - 4, 
[ 
@,$A -p ; ct 2 - 1 
,=o(l +V-+A),(1 +~+V--+IL)~~!~~~ A_-flu-V--m; a2 1 . 
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Here Ia2 - 11 < ) ccl2 < 1 and 1 + ,U + v - 1 is not an integer. Now setting p = M + 1, ,I = 2M + 2 
and again noting Eq. (2.1) we deduce Eq. (2.11) for 0 < a < 1. We remark that the condition v - M 
not an integer may now be waived by appealing to the principle of analytic continuation. 
Agrest et al. [l, p. 165, Eq. (6.24)] derived Eq. (2.11) in a slightly different form by another 
method. Watson in his monograph on Bessel functions [17, p. 4181 states that evaluation of 
for 0 < a < 1 seems intractable. However, we have just seen that at least when p is a nonnegative 
integer, it can be written essentially as a finite sum of Bessel functions. 
3. Representations for J,, ,(a, p, 1; z) and related integrals 
A routine computation yields for the following Euler integral: 
s 




: - ; . -a2z2 , 
-3 
_____ 
/I ’ l+Q:l+p;l +v+m; 4 ’ 4 I ’ 
where Rel > 0 (cf. [3, p. 39, Eq. (2.1.5.7)]). Thus, we readily obtain from Eq. (2.2) 
J,,,@,P,M = 
2 -c1- VaPzl 
S(l + /L)r(l + v) 
x f ( -$p2)” ( -$ct2z2,, ( -$z2y 
m,n,p=o m! n! P! ( 
1 (3&-t, 1 
(1 + 4il+p (1 + S),., (1 + A 1 ’ 
(3.1) 
which we may write in terms of the F (3)-function defined by Eq. (1.4) as 
J,,,@, P, a; 4 = 
2-M-v~Pz~ 
U(l + p)r(l + v) 
xF(3) 
[ 
-- I-_; 41; _; -; ~ ; -; _p” __c12z2 -22 
--- . _’ ‘_. . . ) 1+4l; lfv: --; 1+/L; -; 4 ’ 4 ’ 4 1
(3.2) 
For conciseness defining 
2-P-v 
Apvv = r(1 + p)r(l + v) ’ 
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it is easily seen that 
f’;;y;y 
33, :-; 3 ’ -(-J2z2 -22 
x ~ l+$: l+p; l+v+m; 4 ’ - 1 4 
(-ba2z2)” = 
m m! 
. 3 fd + m; 432 _Z2 - - 




aQzA ix2 wnl (-6z2)m 
“’ -x A ,=o(l + +A),(1 + v), m! 
xF;jy;; 
[-I 
3 $i+m; -p2 -a2z2 
-: l+v+m; 1+$/2+m,l+p; 4 ’ 4 1 * (3.3c) 
The last result may be written as 
cFz* O” 
J,,v(G,kz) = A,,,,- C 
w,m (- $z’)” 
1 ,=o(l + f&(1 + v), m! 
XOFI ‘-p’ IF2 
l+v+m; 4 1 [ -$A + m; -_c~~.z~ l+$A+m,l+p; 4 1 ’ (3.3d) 
and by using [ll, p. 608, Section 7.14.3, Eq. (3)] and Eq. (2.1) this in turn may be expressed in terms 
of Lommel functions sL(,Jz): 
J,,,(aJ,A;z) = cl”-“+‘p-yz 
x m (l +~A)m(-1’2a2p)“J q&z) c 
m=O (44, m! v+?tl 
(/3)sn_p_2+2m,a_&Z) 




r(l + v) 
oF1 [-; 1 + v; &z2] , 
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it is easy to see that we have in addition the results 
“‘” 
P.” T FC3’ [&32, $a2z2, $z”] ) 
s z J (&) z”(m) p.-“- 1 dt = A c& P t~~,v Ir,” 0 7 FC3’ [$B2, -$cM, $21) 
where the parameter list in each F (3)-function is obviously the same as in the FC3)-function in 
Eq. (3.2). In the same way, additional results analogous to each of Eqs. (3.3) may be given as 
~. _. 
x Fy;;i; 
. 3 +A+ m; p2 z2 




(4 4, ZZ (i zy 
“’ J. ,=o(l + $A),(1 -t v), m! 
> ’ -a2z2 z2 2 ~ - 




> -x2z2 --. 
-: l+v+m; l+*i+m,l+p; 4’ 4 ’ 
--; l+jil+m; 4 4 1 
-- 
’ 
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apzA m = A wm ( -$z2)” 
p3v -c It ,=()(l + f&(1 + v)m m! 
2 fl+m; -p2 a2z2 - -. 





cPzA OS +A: -* 3 ; E2Z2 z2 = -- 





(44m(za z ) 
1 ,=o(l + +A),(1 + PL)~ m! 
* 7 fA+m; p2 z2 -- 
l+$A+m; 4’4 1 
ctpza m (4 &?I <*zy = A 
” -c A ,=o(l ++A),(1 + v), m! 
x F;jyi; 
[-I 
7 $J. + m; p2 a2z2 --. 











(i 4, (a zy 
A ,=o(l +*A),(1 + v), m! 
x OFI 
; p2 
l+v+m;4 lF2 l++A+m,l+p; I[ *A+m; -a2z2 4 1 ’ 
s 






wm (-sz ) 
“’ k ,=o(l ++A),(1 + v), m! 
XOF'l 
i-8' 1F2 I[ 3A+m; a2z2 l+v+m; 4 -1 l+*A+m,l+p; 4 ’ 
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s =Z(af) I,(JB2 + f2) p-p- 1 & 0 L/m)’ 
A 
aPzi ‘Iz -c (Ntl (iZ2)” = p,v II ,=o(l +Q),(l + v), m! 
XOFI ;p’ iF2 1 [ +A+m; a2z2 l+v+m; 4 -1 l+$+m,l+/.L; 4 * 
4. Certain special cases of J,,y(~,~,~) and JPc,Jc(,~, II; z) 
If we set p = 4, v = 0, /z = 2, N = 0 in Eq. (2.10) and note Eq. (1.5) and 
we obtain 







This integral does not exist for CI = 1, since the condition - 1 < Rev < Re(p - 1) on Eq. (2.10~) 
does not hold. However, letting CI -+ l- and a + l’, respectively, we get 
s m sin(at)Jo(,/m)dt = -9p2iF2[+; 3, 2; -$p2], c( +l-, 0 00, CI + 1+. (4.3a) (4.3b) 
Eq. (4.3b) follows from Eq. (4.2b) since for CI > 1, 
i2FL [+, 1; 1; $1 = l/J-; 
and Eq. (4.3a) follows from Eq. (4.2a) by applying the reduction formula [13, p. 31, Eq. (45)] 
Fp:o;’ @‘): 
q:“;l 
--; ” x, -x] = ,+,F,+, [ix;; ’ -fi; x1. 
(Pq): --; p; (4.4) 
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We note that when /I = 0, Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) reduce immediately to the well-known result 
0, O<CY<l, 
J sin(at)J,(t)dt = 0 or co, 
I 
01 = 1, 
0 
l/p-z, or>l; 
see, for example, [4, pp. 730-731, Eqs. (1) and (7)]. 
If we set ~1 = - i, il = 1 in Eqs. (2.7) and then let v = 0, since 
J-l&) = ~z-1~2cosz, J 7T 
we obtain the well-known result (cf. [4, p. 736, Eq. (3)]) 
s m cos(at)J&/~)dt = 0 
0, c!> 1, 
where p is a complex number. 









; 1; -1 --; --; -; 9’ -(gz2 _z2 
_ ~ - 
2 ’ ’ ’ _f *_. . . ) 2; 1: -; 3; --; 4 4 4 1
(4.5) 
(4.6a) 
s z cos(c+Jo(,/m)dt 0 
- ; -z2 -82 -w.2z2 
--; 4’ 4 ‘4 1 ’ (4.6b) 
which follow readily by using Eqs. (4.1), (4.5) and (3.2). We remark that the FC3)-functions in Eqs. 
(4.6) reduce to Lauricella functions in two variables when a = 1; see Eq. (5.1) below. 
5. Reduction of Jp,v(~, /?, A; z) and related integrals 
A reduction of the integral JP,“(a, b, A; z) for a = 1 may be obtained by using the reduction 
formula [S, Eq. (14)], [13, p. 28, Eq. (33)] 
pimy 
[ 
a: --; --; x x 
y; 6; ’ = jF4 1 [ a, SY + 6 - 11, i(Y + 6); 4x ’ p: 1 P,Y,&Y+~-l; . 
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Thus, we obtain from Eq. (3.3a), 
$ =J (t) J”(m) tl-@-’ & = 
2-P-vzI 
0 p ,~~,” nr(l + P)r(l + v) 
cc (-92)” 





and analogously, we see also that 




= M(l + p)r(l + v) m=O (1 + v),m! 3F4 
f (S2)” I $,3(1 +#U+v++),~(2+~++++); z2 1 1+~~,1+~,1+v+m,1+~++++; ’ 
where Re i > 0. The sums in the latter two equations may be written as Lauricella functions in two 
variables. The definition of the generalized Lauricella function is given in [14, p. 641. 
If in Eq. (3.3b) we let p = iz, then noting JJiz) = exp(ii7rv)l,(z) and using Eq. (4.4) we obtain after 
a little computation 
X Fy;;i: 
[ 
+/I; 1; -f&z 22 
~ - 
’ l+Q: 1 l+p; l+v; 4 ‘4 ’
where ReA > 0. Further, if a = 1 we have 
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setting ;1 = 2, p = v in Eq. (5.2) gives 
s 
z 
J (Q I,(J=) - 
0 p (JZT)~ 
t’ .dt=~(2~~(~+~))ilF,[B: 4J +/AU +/d&+/4; &I. 
Another reduction of the integral in Eq. (5.2) may be obtained by using the reduction formula 
Cl39 P. 31, Eq. (47)l 
F’li:i: 
[ 
--: 6; 0; 
I [ 
=zF5 
$(S + o), 3(S + co + 1); x2 
’ p: 26; zm; x, -x 
t/3, +(p + l), 6 + f,w + 3, 6 + 0; 16 1 ;
thus if we let v = 1, p = A - 1 we see that 
s 
z 
JA_ 1 (t) ‘1 (d=) dt = (b)” 
0 p3 r@. + 1) 
oFa 
[ 
-_; +,f@+ U&+2); $ 1 , 
where Re 1 > 0. Now using the hypergeometric dentity [ll, p. 612, Eq. (S)], [ 14, p. 210, Problem lb] 
oFsC-; &P,P++; 21 =22’+1z r(2P) -p’2(12p-2(5) - J2,-z(r)) 9 
where 5 = 4z114, we deduce the interesting result 
s 
z 
J (t) ‘1 (v) dt = I,(‘) - J,(z) ReP > _ 1 
0 c JP=T z ’ 
6. Complete integrals containing Y,( dm) 
We shall now consider the complete integral containing YJ,,/m) in the integrand 
where for convergence 0 < ReA < Re(2 + ~1 + v). Here we assume that 0 < tl c 1 and p > 0. 
Making the transformation s2 = /I’ + t2 results in 
s 00 y,, “(6 P, 4 = ~1-92 _ p2)(1-237(4 P 
We shall now set L = 2 and write Y&a, /I) instead of Y&cc, /3,2); thus, 
Y,,,(a, p) = s m sl-yYv(s) B J Cad-, ds P (Jz-p), ’ (6.1) 
where Re(p + v) > 0. 
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Next, from the addition theorem for generalized hypergeometric functions Eq. (1.6) and Eq. (2.1) 
it is easy to see that 
J&%/F-=) = s-p f ( -ZP2/w”Jfl+m(ZS) 
(p-aP l?l=Q m! 
NOW replacing z by CI and /I by ij?, substituting the result in Eq. (6.1), and changing the order of 
summation and integration we obtain 
Y,&x, p) = ‘f y O” sl-p-v-mYV(s) Jp+,&s) ds. 
m=O ’ s P 
Defining 
S = f F ms’-“-‘-“Y”(s)~~,,(as)ds, 
m=O . s 0 
s’-“-“-“Y,(s)J,+,(as)ds, 
we have 
Yp,v(co P) = S - T. 
In order to evaluate the integral in T, we shall need the result [lo]: 
s 
z 
t”-“J&t) Y,,(t) dt 
0 
(4 z 
1 n 1+p 
= r(1 + a)(1 + /f - v) I 
Y,(z)Q [A; -&z2z2, -a~“] 
- fl’;$)y Q [B; -$a2z2, - iz2] >, 
where Re( 1 + p + v) > 0 and 
QCAbL, v, 4; x> ~1 
= F0:2;1 : j(1 +p+v),t(l +p-v); 1; 
- 2:l;O 
~(1+~++),+(3+~-v): l+c(, --; 
X,Y > 1 
QCWPL, v, 4; x, ~1 
(6.2) 
= F0:2;1 
: i(l + /l + v), 3(1 + fl - v); 1; 
- 2:l;O 
3(3 + $Ll + v), 4(3 + p - v): 
X,Y . 
l+c(, --; 1 
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Thus for Rev < 1, 
s 
a 
sl-p-v--mYV(s) .&+,&(s) ds 
0 
(*c(y+mp2-V 
= r(1 + p + ??I)(2 - 2v) 1,2-v: l+/L+Inm, --; 
and so we obtain 
(~cyf32-” 
T = 2(1 - v)T(l + II) 
x 1 
Hence, we have after some manipulation, 
qj-v 
T = 2l+“(l - v)T(l + $U) 
We remark that by series rearrangement it is not difficult to show that 
T = p2-P-v 
2(1 - v) 
h+k(@) . 
Next, by using [4, pp. 693-694, Section 6.576, Eqs. (5), (6)] to evaluate the integral in the 
expression for S, we deduce after some computation 
s= cos(7cv)r(l - v)cP 
x2P++--‘r(l + r_l) 
22 [l, 1 - v; 1 + /L; 0!2, $X’P”] ) (6.4) 
where the function Z2 is defined by Eq. (1.3). 
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For conciseness we shall write FC3’[A(p, v); -$rx2p2, -$fi2, $a”P”] and Ff3’[B(pu, v); 
+*p*, -bp2, $a2/12], respectively, for the first and second F (3)-functions occurring in Eq. (6.3). 
Thus, by combining Eqs. (6.2))(6.4) we arrive at 
cos(7t v)T(l - v)a@ 
= 
n2@‘+“-‘r(l + @) 
32 Cl, 1 - v; 1 + y; Lx2, &x2P2] 
- 2l +“(l - v)T(l + /A) 
{ Y,(/?)Fc3) [A(p, v); -$cx’~‘, -#‘, &‘P’] 
-~PY,_,(B)F’~‘[B(~,v); -ba2B2, -$P2,$a2/321)> (6.5) 
where/?>O,O<a<l, -Rep<Rev<l. 
In Eq. (6.5) setting p = 3, v = 0 and noting Eq. (4.1) we obtain 
s co 0 sin(&) Yo(Jm)dt = $ Z2 [l, 1; 3; a2, $x2P2] 
- &I’ { Yo(p)Fc3) [A($, 0); -ta’fi’, -$‘, $x2/?‘] 
+# Yl(/?)Fc3) [B(+, 0); -&x2p2, -&12, &x2fi2]}. 
The latter is in startling contrast to the well-known result [4, p. 736, Section 6.677, Eq. (4)] 
s cc cos(at) r,(dm)dt = sin( /?JCA?) 0 Jr7 ’ 
wherefi>O,O<cc<l. 
7. Incomplete integrals containing YJ Jm) 
Define for Re A > 0, 
s 
z 
YfL,V(& A A; z) = JpW 
r,(&=a tA-“- 1 dt 
0 (Jp-zyV . 
Since [17, p. 1411 
Y&m) 
(JP), 
Yv+m(P), lrl < IBI, 
(7.1) 
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we obtain from Eq. (7.1) on interchanging the order of summation and integration 
Yv+m(P) a= s t2m+A-P-1JCc(t)dt, (7.2) 0 
where 0 < Iz( < IfiI, Re;i > 0. Now by using [S, 93 
s z PJ,,(t) dt = zP+l .&!(z)rF2[1; 4(p -v + 3), f(p + v + 1); -iZ”] 0 p-v+1 
zJv - l(z) 
-/J+v+1 
1F2[1; &U-V+33),+(P+v+3); -$z2] , 
Re(l + p + v) > 0, 
together with Eq. (7.2) we arrive at 
Y/L,&, BT A; z) 
- $fi- Yz"-P+lJp_l(az) ii: 
t - z2/W” 
,,,(Q. - p + m)(fn + m)m! yv+m(p) 
x 1F2 
1; --2z2 
@-/A+1 +m,+(A+2)+m; 4 I ’ 
where 0 < JzJ -=c IpI, ReA > 0. 
Since [6, p. 219, Section 6.2.10, Eq. (l)] 
s z t”J,(t) dt = z1 +p+v 0 2”(1 + /l + v)T(l + v) lF2 i(l + $U + v); -z2 4(3 + p + v), 1 + v ; -1 4 ’ Re(1 + p + v) > 0, 
we also obtain from Eq. (7.2) the simpler result 
Yp&, B, 1; 4 = 
r?y - vzA -f t -z2/V)” 
Yv+nz(B) 1F2 
+A + m; --a2z2 
2l +T(l + p),,o($ + m)m! 3(/2+2)+m, 1 +p; 4 ’ 
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m 
+i (s cos(@Y,(,/m)dt - 0 s m sin(at)JO(dm)dt 0 > 
U 
z 
+ isgnx cos(a’t) Y,( Jm) dt + 
0 s 
z 
sin(a’t)Jo (dm) dt , 
0 > 
where [cl1 = 1 a’\ < 1. We observe now that the two incomplete integrals containing Y,(Jm) 
are given for 1 xl < 1 y 1 in Section 7 and the remaining six integrals are given in Sections 4 and 6. 
9. Conclusions 
Although Sonine-Gegenbauer-type integrals have been studied previously, there are evidently 
significant gaps in the literature. Thus, the results derived herein will complement at least in part 
such standard works as [4]. However, obviously in this paper no attempt has been made to exhaust 
all the possibilities and it is hoped that the analysis employed herein should provide a stimulus to 
and a systematic mode of attack in further relevant research. 
We have briefly indicated the importance of efficiently computable closed form representations 
for Sonine-Gegenbauer-type integrals with regard to a problem in diffraction which has heretofore 
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